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men and women in public and in pri
vate, and in season and out of season.
On all occasions when anything is to be
The Low Price of Silver Not Due to
sold or any enterprise or business
Overproduction.
contemplated, or when rest or

MACHINERY

Another

DON'T DOIT.

f

pleasure

is

discussed, such remarks as

Tnlk Un the HilHllillll follows
are made: "How mudi will it
. the True Heeret of the
cost?
Can
we afford it? If we bad
Luck of Money.
money we would do so and so. Has
he money? Can he support a family?
It is said that improved machinery Can he earn money? Is he a spend
i
reduces general prices. This we deny.
thrift? Is he a miser? Is he economiImproved machinery will increase the cal? etc." In short, all the transact
supply of particular articles, but the ions of business and pleasure of life are
general value of all articles, will not connected with the subject of money,
change unless the supply of money, and yet. few people reflect that money
compared with the supply of property, is the invention of man, but seem to re
changes. Improved machinery creates gard it as a dispensation of inscrutable
more property, and if honest transact- providence.
They class the scarcity of
ions are desirabla there ought to be
money with the operations of nature,
more money. If anybody is rewarded such as droughts
producing famines, or
for inventions and improvements
it flood destroying crops, or the favorable
should lie the inventors and those, who or adverse winds
upon tbeoceanor some
make the improvements, and not the other great movement of nature over
parasites of society who live on fixed which man has no control. Many of
incomes. All improved machinery can the mysteries of
nature which frightdo is to increase production, and with ened, liewildered
and sometimes parincreased production there should lie an alyzed nations have lieen investigated
increase in the supply of money. If the and there ojierations classified and unpeople only knew that it was the duty derstood. The lightning which terrilled
of the government
to put money the ancients has become the servant of
enough to maintain stability of prices and man. The winds which lashed the
d
insist that this paramount duty of the
shores of the ocean with raging
government should be performed, pros' breakers are used to waft commerce
perity would follow. All that the con around the world. Steam produced by
spinitors demonetized silver for was to fire and water is made to perform serdestroy the equilibrium between pro vice than millions of human hands
perty and money which the mines of could accomplish. Not content with
was maintaining at the harnessing the elements upon this globe,
the two
time Sherman demonetized silver. The the science of astronomy has revealed
chairman of the Senate Committee on the relations of this planet with other
finance, in conjunction with the Roths orbs of the universe and recorded the
Hound

QuvHtiiiu--

rock-lioun-

ñu-tai- s

childs combination, struck down one- half of the money of the world by re
jecting silver when they had culls, in
the shape of lionded obligations, for ten
time the gold and silver coin in the
world, lty ibis game tliey deprived the
debtor of lhe ability to pay without
doubling bis saerillces. They deprived
the manufacturer of the advantage of
good prices. They destroyed enterprise
by destroying the value of property and
taking away the motive for enterprise,
They 'orced the people to be idle and
thereby destroyed the wealth of the
country, which consists of only aliout
two or linee years l.lior.
Every intelligent jierson regard the
moi.ey question as paramount to all
nMiers, if we judge by the conversation

movements of the heavenly bodies mid
made these movements terviceable to
man in controlling the forces of nature
upon the globe we inhabit.
lint the eye of science dare not look at
money. The subject of money is so
guarded by the sword of avarice that intelligent men shrink from contact with
the inhuman and cruel parrsites who
hedge about and guard the secret of
money. Why should money be a secret?
It is the creation of man. Then why
cannot man understand his own creation? But so it is. The great mass of
the human race are utterly ignorant
on the subject of money. The reason
Every
for this ignorance is obvioup.
person who lives in society m ist have
money, and in order to get money he

must accept the conditions those who
have it impose. One of the conditions
always imposed by the dealers in money
iiH)ti the persons to whom they sell or
loan money is that the liorrower or purchaser of money shall subscribe to the
views with regard to money of the owners thereof. Test Ibis in the United
States if you will. The owners of money,
or the banks, Which are the agents of
the money powers of Europe and America, insists that money shall be made of
one material gold and that there shall
be no more money of ultimate payment
than can be made of gold, Any one
who disputes that proposition will Le refused credit; will be persecuted in his
business; will be ridiculed and vilified
by the commercial press will be discriminated against it every possible way, anil
hunted down by the money fiends like
wild beasts. This is why the people of
the United Slates are so ignorant on the
subject of money. It is not became the
qneitioe it difficult, but it is beeause
money is essential to civilization, and
the enemies of civilization have, from
the lieginning, sought to monopolize

this necessity and enslave their fellow-meWhen we recall to mind the fact
that money had been made out of almost every conceivable thing we will
readily understand that things are not
money because when t heir use as money
is abandoned they are no different from
Money is simply a
other property.
function which may be conferred upon
metal, paper or any other thing by law
or custom, which amounts to law.
When this money function is conferred
upon any particular thing, that thing is
an order for all things and legal
tender for the payment of all debts,
thing
The
and private.
public
position
occupies
that
which
everyliody must have, because every
body must buy what others produce;
everybody must pay debts; everyliody
must pay taxes, and, consequently,
everyliody must have the thing, whatever it may lie, which pays debts and
taxes, and that thing Is money, and the
value of every dollar or unit of that
thing called money depends upon the
number of units, just as the valuerof
other things depends upon the supply.
ThingB that are scarce and are in demand will be dear; things that are
plentiful, when compared with demand,
will be cheap. The same is true of
nionev. How. inasmuch as inoi tv is
n.

1

;
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the average farm crop and Drospectively perty of citizens. Mexico existed in a
constant condition of revolution, there
more profitable.
was no foreign credit, public adminisis
largo
planted
acreage
"An already
in the Pecos Valley. Some 800 acres in tration was the hot bed of fraud and deour locality have been planted, and a falcation; and scarcely was it known in
large company has been organized in the country what industry and agriculCalifornia with ample capital to culti ture were.
vate and manufacture the canaigre.
"Quantum mutatur ab illo!" After
This is the lieginning of the matter. the disturbances ever following civil war,
Through arid regions millions of acres peace has been
through- of canaigre will be under cultivation, ol,t the whole territory a peace that has
and extract works will be as frequently not been disturbed during the whole
seen as mills in the older states.
term of Diaz' presidency. Under the
"Most of the leather in this country shade of this peace what a fine trans- is tanned with oak and hemlock bark, formation has bee.n established in the
and the supply is being rapidly used republic. Kailroads have extending
up, as, in addition to the home use, con- -;
CANAIGRE ROOT.
tier nes through all parts,
quantities are exported. With c, nil itv reigns o'er field and road, the
tliic condition of affairs in the supply fiei,i8 are covered with a new cultivation,
rrocrenH of CmmlKre Hoot In New Mex
and
demand of tanning at home ami and agriculture provides foreign com- ico hihI Arizona,
abroail, it is not too much to expect that lUeree with inexhaustible veins of rich- The New York Leather Manufacturer the wild canaigre root of New Mexico
pi,)tr0f claims and prospecting
lieHfli
for Oetolwr has this to Ray of canaigre
and Arizona, brought to a high state of foT swr mi goid m,us that the
its cultivation tuid results in tanning:
and production under in- - try bears and incalculable treasure are
"It is gratifying to learn that the ex telligent cultivation, will be the source numerous; here and there are estab-o- f
IK'riments made in the last few years at
the world's supply of tanning, and as yítm ,lliw luui productive industries
the agricultural colleges of New Mexico wheat is to Dakota and corn to Iowa and
i,
tllllt om,r work and sustenance to
and Arizona in the cultivation of the
so will canaigro be to Arizona an,iH 0f workmen; government admin-anwild canaigre are beginning to have good
New Mexico."
ntered with a strict and severe aecount- results. The experiments demonstrate
The Tanning Extract company of u)i)ity wlliu, mivke weu ngh
that the wild root will respond tointelli
N. M., are now the largest ui,a (raxu ami malversation in the
gent cultivation toa surprising degree, manufacturers of canaigre extract in
handling of public funds; the national
Hiere can be no doubt that from ten to the world. Albuquerque Democrat.
with the
credit has been
twenty tons can be grown to the acre
negotiation oí loans whose
prudent
Mexico' Development.
and that the demand will far exceed the
u uitpimtiliiihilv nuul. t.hcre is the
A noted Spanish writer, Sr. D. Arturo
supply for many years, if not for all time,
f ,,u,
.....v. vj .........
111 HI'"lU um.H
and that the price will remain where it Cuyas, is writing a series of interesting
timates; ami lastly and above all,
is or advance to a more profitable figure. letters in El Dario de la Marina of Haschools and institutions of instruction
It will require 90,000 tons of canaigre to vana, under the title of "Desde Mexico."
are created and aided for the diffusion
take the place of the imported gambicr In tl.e first letter from Mexico the writer
of education, without which no people
in the United States alone.
says; The recollection is fresh in the
can continue in the enjoyment of peace
" Nearly all the wild canaigre thathns memory of that period of turbulence and of liberty, nor advance along the
gone to market up to this date has beeii which preceded the French interven- road of progress.
sent to foreign countries. From January tion up to the time that the treaty of
The greatl'ul transformation, this won1801, to Oetolter 31, 1892, a period of Guadalupe Hidalgo put an end to the
is due to the benellci.il action of
der,
twenty-on- e
months, the Southern Pacific conflict with the United States. The
peace, since as Milton says, "Peace hath
Uailroad company handled 170 cars of system of brigandage which then exits victories, not less renowned than
the sliced and dried root consigned to tended throughout all the republic, was
war." If General Diaz had done no
Europe, which was probably more than simply the reflect ion of the political de- other meritorious vork, his having ac- consumed in the United States in the
inpiiKiii riu pac.ncauon o.
till
There was not at. that time a single
same length of time.
i
maintained neace through all so
i
..m
and
m
i
i.
.i
"In addition to the shipments of the
for 1,lm
10
to robberv and
was to exnose ones-scl- f
"V V1,M ÍH
sliced am) dried root, the extract works
of
llis
con
ra,i,,lU'
empora,,ics,
maltreatment at the haodsuf the bun
at Doming have been running full lime .inu and to make his name illustrious with
- u i.
.,.u., il.
and sending the product of the factory to
Paso Herald.
"here was no ecurily for life or the po- - posterity.
eastern tanners and abroad. The market price is fti a ton for the wild green
root from the iiands of thediuger-'while The
CLARK- the sliced and dried root brinir
40 iter
ton in Glasgow. The supply of wild root
WHiTSON-LEITC- H
within reasonable distance of the lines
of transportation will haidly last two
years, but the farmers of the arid region
are alive to the fact that a new and profitable farm crop has been brought forth,
which promises to exceed in value all
EL I' ASO, TEXAS,
AhliUQUERQUE, N, AT.,
1 VI Siui FiUitrhru St,
I In- crops grown
03 Hail ruad Am-uein t he arid region, requiring less water for irrigation, less
hard and expensive lalor to produce and Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
Can refer to many families with whom they have dealt.
market, less liable to damago from exTuning of Pianos in Grunt county attended to.
cessive drouth, wet, cold or heat than
Write them for catalogue of new style Pianos, TW'i ;

simply a meassre of ivalué and a medium of exchange, it '"should never be
plentiful or' scarce, There should he
just enough ano no niore. There is no
mystery about what amount of money
ought to be in circulation. There
ought to ho enough tQ sustain the stability of general prices, becau.se all the
property for fate and all the money in
circulation are reciprocally the supply
and demand of each other, ami they
ought to balance each other, and the
general prices with a perfect money
would neither rise nor
fall. Silver
Knight.
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Newsy Notes of Happenings
Local.

AY

MONKS

A

Y, (MTOI'.Kl! 2:5. Jli'.ir,.

Deputy Marshal Hardin brought over wife came running with otitstreched
arms to meet him as he stepped from
the train. She has entirely recovered
and she and Mr. Merks attribute her recovery to theminislrations of the healer.

two prisoners from Lordsburg on Thursday's train, one a chinaman who neglected to have his picture taken for the
benelit of lTncle Sam.

Purely

Knlorprise.
meeting of the board of regents of
the normal school will lie held early
A (irlHl or KinclilMe I'uruRrapliH Which
EVERYTHING GUARANTEED.
next m mili at which time it is thought
Should Not li Overlooked
If you want to dress with taste and
fincontract,
be
for
may
let
the
that
the
Itv (Mir HcudiTK.
elegance, write ami secure the agency
ishing u the building.
for the Guarantee Tailoring Co., 215 217
The murder case of the Territory Grand St., New York. See their adverActing Marshal D. P. Carr is work- against Thomas
in this paper. They are the
J. Wood will be brought tisement
lending tailors in the metropolis have
ing a gang of prisoners on the streets.
to Grant County on a change of venue six stores
in the I'nited States, and are
Geo. D. Jonos is building an addition from Socorro and will likely be tried at perfectly relianle.
to his residence in the west part of town. the No.cmber term of court.
Mrs. A. A. Hyde received the sad
The court ollicials leave on the 27th
news of thd death of hersister last week. inst t'o.- Ilillshoro.
The three cases
Prof. Charlton has resinned his Silver against Ksjieridion Morilla and one
City vocal class after an enforced ab- against Nestor Gomez will be tried on
sence of several days.
change of venue from this county.
Wing
for
Groat preparations are
made
Services at the Methdist church next
the inaugural dance of the Silver t'ity Sunday as usual. Morning service at
social club on the 25th.
11 p. in., evening service 7:.'!0 a. in.,
NAMr. Wm. Laizure met with & serious sunday school at 10 p. in. All are cordaccident recently thrown from a buggy. ially invited to attend all these services.
He is recovering rapidly.
The town of Pinos Altos is greatly inMr. McMillen is having additional terested in the much talked of mining
rooms, built to the house occupied by sale of the liell & Stephens properties
Sheriff Shannon's mother.
to an eastern syhdicate. From all reMiss Winnie Powel, who has been ports and indications there is every reawriously ill with a fever, is recovering. son to believe that the deal will be
The danger point is passed.
The Grant County prisoners are doing
Dr. Sowers and Mr. Kemp are busy
good work on the streets. They are well these days making iismivs.
guarded while out at work.
The advance sale of seats for the
Dr. Kcnnon has heó quite poorly for opening entertainment to Ik? given by
several days. He is comfortable situ- the local talent in the Morrill opera
Until FURTHER NOTICE
ated in his home the Sisters' Hospital. house
evening indicates a
of
admisThe appointment of city marshal to crowded house. Ttie price
fill the vancancy caused by the death sion has lieen fixed at 7"i cents for adults we
will sell CANNED
of Marshal Cantley, will lie made mi the and 2" cents for children. The entertainment will he worth seeing.
2nd of Noveiliber.
A

GILLETT & SON
are located in the
SILVER CITY
TIONAL bank

ne,

inli-

one block below

onr former place oí

I

business.

For the past five years Mr. M. Merks
of Deming has been a constant sufferer
from rheumatism and partial paralysis.
During this time she has been unable to
rise from her bed without assistance.
A few weeks ago she asked Mr. Merks
to write to the Healer at. Denver, which
he did and soon received a reply saying
that. Mrs. Merks would get well. A
New Mexico.
week ago last Monday Mr. Merks came
efzealous
District Atlarney llarllee's
to Silver Citv on business and returned
forts against delinquent lax payers is
to his home on Friday. Imagine his
having an excellent effect and money
when on reaching Deming, his
surprise
is coining in;i the county treasury in
right good st le.

The Santa Fe company is doubling the
capacity of the stock yards at Pcming
in expectation of unusually heavy cattle
shipment from that point this winter.
The eating house at Hincón will lie reopened on the 27lh inst. The dining
car service just placed on the Santo Fe
will not extend south of Alhtiiier(jiH in

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

at

In cases to CONSUMERS

These goods were in

cost.

.

the basement which was
flooded with water,

Mt are

not damaged In the least.

Mr. McKwoti the new railway mail
agent who has taken Frank Storey's
place, have rented the Hailey resident
I desire to inform you that having purchased the stock, fixtures
on Hullaid street. We welcome them
etc. of Mr. J. A. Kemmis, Watchmaker and Jeweler, I will continue the
to our community.

YOUR

ATTENTION

PLEASE.

same place.
at
The Kaoi.k joins with many other
A select line of WATCHES, JEWELRY ETC. Carried.
friends in tendering Mr. and Mrs. Frank
I tnake-SPECIALTY of FINE WATCH REPAIRING
J. Wissell of Fort Hayiird, hearty cona trial and will guarantee satisfaction.
appreciate
gratulations upon the arrival at their
Very Truly,
home, on the 12th Inst., of a lieautiful
R,
boy baby. The mot her and son are loth
business

the

a

J,

doiiiir well.

and will

HICKS,
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PERSONAL

PALAVER.

Mention of People You Do and Do
Not Know.
Other Interesting Mutter Which Cnn lie
Keu.l With

Profit liy

All (Mir

TowiiNproplo.

Home Matlc candy at Wm. Hose's.
F. M. Galloway was in town last
week.

Hon. A. B. Lair.l was in Domini,' Fri
day.
Fresh candies every dav at Martin
Malier's.
Miss Ida Hooker is quite sick with a
low fever.

Brinir vour lob work to The Eagle of
fice. It will be done neatly, promptly and

people wW

at reasonable rates.
Mrs. Kious and daughter are in the
city from the L. and C ranch. She is
isiting her mother.
John M. Harlan, the energetic and
capable Santa Fe bridge builder, came to
town Friday evening.
Con Whitehill keeps the best lino of
fruits, next door to express ollice.
J. B. Hicks, who has been indisposed
for some days is once more on the
streets happy and smiling.
Major W. H. H. Llewllyn.of Las Cru
ces, and a prominent republican politi
cian, was in the city Monday.
ARK THOSE WHO HAVE
Beautiful line of Suits at the Ten Cent
TRADE WITH
TO
Store. To make room for new goods, we FAILED
offer clothing at 75 cents on the dollar.
Hon. George W. Miles has returned to
Silver City to superintend the Copper
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
mines at Pascal formerly owned by him

H il ii

BISHOP.

BAXTER

See the Cook Stoves and Ranges at
Komnson's.
Dealer In
self.
Win. Brahm went down to Deming
CONFECTIONERY
AND
FRUITS
for fresh
Go to Con Whitehill's,
last Friday.
candies.
Cigars, Tobacco, Notions, etc.
Mr. Parnierlee is able to he on the
Miss Ludisa Moore and John H. HoBooks, Stationery and Pestreet again.
ward will be united tn marriage at, the
riodicals of all Kinds.
Best Kansas patent flour (or sale at home of the bride in this city on the
Martin .Malier's.
POSTOFFICK STORE.
30th inst.
Freemen was a visitor in
The only place to get fresh home SII.VKR CITY,
NKW MEXICO.
Silver City lust week.
made candy in Silver City is at Win.
B. P. Barnes returned Sunday from a Hose's, next door to Abrahm's barber
shop.
business trip to Deming.
George Skelly, brother of L. A.Skellv,
Don't read your neighbor's paper but
came
up from El Paso Monday evening
sunscntie lor inn kaoi.k.
Mrs. II A. Mcintosh,
is
in attendance at the bedside of
and
S. A. Alexander was in the city from
his brother.
liis mine at White Signal.
Prop.
.
Alva Mason, an old timer and one of
Bev. A. A. Hyde preached over at
Furnished Rooms, single ami n
the best citizens in the county, is in the
Central last Tuesday night.
.hint received a new line of Tin and city al tending a master's case now be- suite.
ing heard before Judge Bail.
Granite ware at Robinson's.
Renovated and refitted. Elegant
Mrs. C. L. Cantley expects to leave
thcTim-mer
No Chinese help employed at
sample rooms for Commercial
s
American cook
house. A
Silver City for Los Angeles, Cal.
is in charge of the kitchen and the din- Travelers.
Our stoves have arrived. Come and ing room service is excellent.
see them.
M. V. Neff.
Striekly First Class. Special
Mrs. Mcintosh, of the Southern Hotel,
James Denn, the chief engineer of the
rates
lv the week ór month.
Santa Fe, was in Silver City last week. slipped and fell while coming down the
steps Monday evening and broke her
Col. D. C. Hobartwas in Sierra county
left wrist. The injury is quite serious.
AGENTS o solicit
last week looking after his mining interorders by sample tor our
Mr John S. Swift and family of S.
ests.
Wool Pants to order $3.
;
t
n
i
" Suits " " $16.
Dr. W. H. White left for the Mogollón Louis Mo. who were visiiin-- in tov-" Overcoats "
S ind iy train for Califor na M".
the
on
country last Monday
on a business
Inducements to the
Swift is the owner of much valuable rea'
trip.
right parties. Address
estate in thi city and is also Vice Pre .
GUARANTEE TAILORING Co
Canary and Mockinii birdcage? the of the Beck mid ("orbit t Iron Co. of S .
Grand St., N. Y.
only complete line in l lie. city at Hoi n
Louis who!' i.le d aler- - in iro and leel.
sous.
Ex-Jud-

Southern Hotel.

-

first-clas-

rv.

It-

vi

$12-Bi-

215-21- 7

i

Mrs. Dr. Owens and sister, Miss
Chalm were over from the Fort hut
Thursday.

(ieorge D. Norton, of the Sentinel, returned Monday evening from a trip
into Texas.
William Smith was down from Mogollón yesterday, enroute for the east to
bring back Mrs. Smith, who has been
visiting friends and relatives for some
weeks.

Jons

BaocKMAN,

Pres.

Tnos. F. Coxway, Vici' Pres.

J.

V.

Caui-bk-

,

Cashier

3539.

The

Site

City National
SILVER CITY, N.

CAPITAL $50,000.

DEPOSITS

Adrawes made
SOLICITUD.

on Gold

Bat

M.

SURPLUS $14,000.
and Silver Bullion.
EXCHANGE FOR SALE.

TJIR EA(iLK: WEDXKSHAY,
What

B. T.

Link Think of Orant County Bí'liool.

OCTOBER 25

llüift.

Wedding IttdlK.

Roliert Black has nearly completed the
repairs and improvements on the Broadway Hotel. The two story veranda on
the broad way front will be a great improvement, adding not only to the appearance of the hotel but making it far
more comfortable for g.iests. Mr.
Schutz is also buying un entire new lot
of furniture which when
the hotel is
wife.
opened will make it one of the most
After the beautiful and solemn service convenient and desirable of houses for
of the Methodist church was said mak- travelers. And with our splended cliing them man and wife the company mate we see no reason why the new
partook freely of the bountiful wedding liroadwav should not alwavs be tilled.
feast, provided at the home of the bride's
sister, Mrs. Charles Fox. The repast
being over good byes were said and a
song sting by Mrs. Hyde of the home
they were leaving after which the newly made couple started auiid a shower of
rice and good wishes to their new home
on the Mimbres. Both bride and groom
are well known here and have many
friends who, with the Eaoi.r join in
wishing them a long and prosierous life.

Married at Pinos Altos Wednesday
October 16, Rev. A. A. Hyde officiating.
Miss Cora F. Perbyshire to Harry V.
Whitehill.
A more pleasant wedding is seldom
witnessed. All the immediate relatives
of the bride ai d groom were present
and no others save the minister and hiu

Supt. of Schools B. T. Link lias la?en
earning bis salary by niakingan extended
tour of spectionof the schools of Grant
Co. Alihough unable to reach alias yet,
still he has seen enough to warrant him
in faying ihut the country children of
Grant county are well provided for by
way of the free school. Of the thirty-on- e
school districts in this county twenty-fou- r
now have schools in session and the
others eiiher have recently closed, or
will soon U gin a term of school.
He found Miss Mildred I'.rahinatfcepar
with a small school hut still the patrons
were well pleased with the work of Miss
Riahin. The pupils were interested
in
their
school
and
teacher
ami the young lady herself very happy
in the work.
At Lordsburg the Misses Kmina and
Klla Marble are conducting a school of
about fifty pupils, and are doing splendid work, there being classes in algebra,
history, physical geography and physioThe people of Silver City will be proud
logy ; in fact a small
course. of the new ojieru house on Hullard St.
The order and discipline of the school is which has lieen lit ted up by Judge
t.
of a high grade.
New scenery has lieen added to
y
!."',
At Lower Gila is a subscription school what was formerly in Morrill Hall.
V
,'P"''
taught by Rev. J. M. Hackett, which is Commodious dressing rooms, in which
attended by about 25 pupils. It is be- there will be hot and w.ld water and
UMIUM,
lieved that the present school will be every convenience for traveling comfollowed by a regular public school, and panies have also Wen added. There
then another school district be. organ- will be a double en' ranee on Billiard St.
and a hall with a seating capacity of
ized at Lower Gila.
C. H. FARGO & CO. mints.
between four and five hundred.
Of PiMuing Schools only praise can be
MARKtT IT. CHICAGO
Prof. Selby, principal of the Normal
uttered. The high school is under
For Sale by
Principal J. H. Hatton and Miss Pyer, School and his wifeexpect to spend their
with Miss Alice Seelcy and Miss Teel vacation next milliliter in Europe. They
in the intermediate, Mrs. Smith and will visit friends in England, Scotland
Sweden. Prof. Selby WANTED-Ae and Stockholm,
Miss Fullerton in the primary.
IDEAHSSftigS
N
wishes
to
meet
his
classmates at
is alMiut three hundred. Prof.
thing to patent ? Protect your Ideas ; they mar
you
wealth. Write JOHN WEDDEO-BUKEngland, he being a graduate of bring,
Hatton thinks that he will have four or
& CO., Patent Attorneys, Washington,
University.
U. 0., for their $1,800 prize offer.
live graduates from the high school at that
the close of the year.
Mrs. Fielder has charge of twenty-eigbright children at San Juan and
is doing excellent service for that comProprietor of tlio
munity and the same is true of Miss
Mary Lucas at San Lorenzo.
-l'rof. Pecker at Central assisted by
Miss Myrl le Pet ker as a daily attendhigh
ance of over seventy. Many
school st udies are lieing pursued with
profit to the pupils anil credit to the
teachers.
Miss Gertrude Scott at Santa Rita is
kfptbusvwilh a dozen or more en'((iv vio- thusiastic young Americans.
"iv viiv "e- Judging from those schools he has
Will constantly keep on hand the choicest
visited Supt. Link thinks New Mexico's
common school system second to no
territory in America.

Fargo's $2.50

high-scho-

ol

Hen-net-

;

...Shoes...
0

C,C. Shoemaker.

Theat-tendanc-

cam-bridg-

N

B. T. LINK,
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$
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I PEOPLE'S

ra

Heat
Market

w

'i

Beef, Pork and Mutton.

Call at the postoflice sto' and get a bottle of extract unióle. It will takeout all
spots, etc. and clean your cloths as good
as new for the dance on the 25th. 50 Also a full line of FRUIT.
Baxter Bishop,
centa a bottle.

Oysters, Fish and Game in Season.

Piiop.

HVLLAIW

We solicit your patronage
.ST.,

SILVER CITY. N.

M.
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CATHOLICS
Thousands

CONVENE.

of Visitors
Santa Fe.

Nothing Like It Ever Seen In tli
City Since lt

Flock

to

Ancient

solemn ceremony of conferring the pallium. About 10 o'clock the Cardinal,
attended by nearly a hundred bishops
and priests, left the residence of the
archbishop and went to the cathedral.
Such a sight had never before been wit
nessed in the west. The recognized
head of the Catholic church on this continent, clad in his gorgeous robes and
attended by many of the lesser officials
of the church, passed through the streets
and into the cathedral where the exercises wero to take place. The ceremon
ies and sermon occupied more than two
hours.
In the evening a public reception was
given to the Cardinal at the residence of
Archbishop Chappelie'and thousands of
people went to see Cardinal Gibbons
On Friday evening another reception
was given to the Cardinal by Mrs, Man- derfleld and daughters. Most of the
visitors returned to their homes on Fri
day, but quite a number remained until
the close of the ceremonies on Sunday

The New Santa Fe depot built upon
the site of the old one is very much, like
the one destroyed last July except that
the new building is twenty five feet longer. The carpenter work has been done
for some days past and the painters pronounced the building complete last Fri- lay, when it was generally believed the
depot was ready for occupancy. A
new
freight car containing seventy-fiv- e
desks for the Normal School was run
along side the freight room and unloaded. But division master machanic
John M. Harlin of Rincón had been
sent here to inspect the building, and he
after a careful examination refu sed to
accept the building; the desks were
replaced in the car. It is to be hoped
that all matters of dispute will soon be
adjusted and that the new depot will be

General Pritchard, the aged father of
Pritcherd died at Fort
Bavard Saturday evening, he having
come to this country in search of renewed health. Death was due to old
age. The deceased stood high in military circles and for some years has
been retired. During his short residence at Fort Bayard he had endeared
himself to his many friends. The remains were taken east for interment at
Washington, T. C.

The Ripley house in Powell's addition
was offered for sale Saturday under exe.
cution but there were no bidders.

Santa Fe, Oct, 21. Nothing to coin-pawith last week was ever before seen
in the nity of Santa Fe. The coming of
Cardinal Gibbons, the head of the Cath-li- c
church in this country, attended by
a number of the bishops and archbishops
of the church, for the purpose of conferring the pallium on Archbishop chap-peland consecrating the Cathedral
here was heralded far and wide and it
was expected that there would be a big
crowd here during the week, but noth
ing like the immense concourse of peo
pie which filled the city last Thursday
was expected.
People began arriving in the city on
Tuesday to witness the ceremonies on
Thursday, but most of the people who
came oy ran troin outsule points arrived Wednesday afternoon and during
the night. Twenty car loads of people
arrived over the Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe during Wednesday night and
hundreds were unable to obtain rooms.
The railroad olHcials permitted a large
number of passengers to occupy the cars
during the night. Had it not been for this
action a large number of people would
have passed a very uncomfortable night.
Cardinal Giblions arrived from the
east over the Santa Fe on Tuesday evening. The party was met at the station
by between two and three thousand
people, mostly residents of Santa Fe.
The streets through which the procession passed on the way from the station
to the residence of Archbishop Chappel-l- o
were thronged with people and many
of the residences along the line of march
were brilliantly illuminated.
Arches
spanned the streets at different points
and a large number of I ton tire added to
the brilliancy of the illumination. Many
of the prominent citizens of Santa Fe
were in the procesión which went to
the station to meet the distinguished
party. Tw hands furnished he music
Hinl live hundred torch hearers lighted
the way.
The event ot the week nicir'ed on
Thursday morning at 10 o'eloi k at the
cuiheilral. It whs siippoxed that there
would be Heats for the accomodation of
all who desired to at tend the ceremony,
bul there were hundreds who were unable to obtain even standing room in the
immense edifice. It is estimacd that
there were 3,300 neonle in the cathedral
during the ceremony and there were
probably as many more who were un
able to gain admission to witness the
re

le

Col. Thomas

occupied.

Postmaster Skelly is again suffering
from the effects o a severe hemorrhage from the lungs Sunday night.
Road Supervisor Warner has made
Main sireet, again passable for teams.

Sevices at the Episcopal Church,
next Sunday, as usual, by Rev. Edward
S. Cross. All are cordially invited.

Martin Cox visited his mine in the
Burro mountains last week,
Cured With One Bottle.

Mr. Jordon Baker, Tifton, Ga., had
muscular rheumatism for ten years.
After using a bottle of Drummm d's
Word reaches here from Texas that
he
Lightning Remedy for Rheumaii.-ni- ,
Mrs. Thorn
nun her of Miss Kale and wrote to the manufacturers that lie uis
Sob Thompson of the Mimbres, was satisfied he would be cured by the time
married on the Will inst, to a Mr. How- the bottle would lie used up. If you
Texas, Tun F.Aiii.Kex-tendsjt- o want sal isfaction, insist on having
Rock
ard
1 iri'im-mood- 's

port
Mr. and Mrs. Howard its
est congrauliitions.
at

Lightning Remedy, Nothing
warmcan take its place. Send $5 to the Drum-mon- d
Medicine Co,, 48 Maiden .Lane,
New York, and two large bottles of the
Dr. Gilbert has been suffering from reiiiedv will be sent to your express adan attaitt o' hr n 'liltis but is i npr iviug. dress. Agents Wanted.

ínnimirmninrmíiiTirmin

Winchester Repeating
Our Model 1893
fli
kuy oil
mi

Shot-Gu- n

mncl- nr1vnr.ri.rl
vi Muwvv twin

luwh

Single

and game shooters.
TOUR

i
OnOt"VjUnS
--

-

ASK

Rifles

is now used

DEALER

1

Shot-Rifle- S

TO SHOW YOU THIS GUM.

that is Newest mid Best in Repeating Arms ns well m nil
arc umuc uy uie
Kinds 01 Aiillimiuuun
ARMS CO., Winchester Ave., New Haven, Conn.
REPEATING
WINCHESTER
mm UamiI a Pnaa1 fulfil with Vnil T lllllll
Everything
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THE CATRON TRIAL.
Some Interesting Evidence has been
Developed.
Tho lUpuMlcun I.UHd.T Look Worried
mid Rei'iim to Itellze II In
J'oHltion,

Santa Fk, Oct. 21. Although it was
not expected at the time the supreme
court convened here two weeks ago that
the session would Uist more than two
week.", I hut lengih of time has been
consumed and the Catron case is still
under considerat ion by the court. The
trial was H't for lust Monday, but other
matters which hud not lieen disposed of
occupied the attention of the court a
considerable part of the week, among
them being the case of Thomas Hughes
and V. T. McCreight, of the Albuquerque Citizen, for contempt of court in the
publication of an article which reflected
very seriously on the supreme court of
the territory, Both were found guilty
of contempt and McCreight was fined
if 2.") in d costs.
Sentence in the case of
Mr, Hughes wus deferred on account of
the illness of Chief Justice Smith who
wus routined to his room most of the
week. He was suddenly attacked with
a enngcMive chill and was unable to at
tend to hi duties during the remainder
of the week.
Although both Mr. Hughes and Mr.
McCreight denied, in their answers in
the contempt proceedings that they knew
who the author of the libellous article
w hich was published in the Citizen was,
it is more than probable that the identity of the writer will be revealed within
the next few days. Should the author
be so unfortunate as to come before the
court he might have cause to regret very
sincerely that he ever suffered his
thoughts to he put on paper.
Some very damaging testimony has
been brought out in iheCutron case and
it is said that there is more to come
which will be even more damaging than
that which has already been submitted.
The case is being stubbornly contested
Messrs,
by Mr. Catron's attorneys,
Field, Full, Springer and Clancy and
nothing is being left undone which
would be likely to help his cause.
Perhaps the most interesting incident
of the trial t week wti- - the production
in coiir, oí the letters written by Mr,
Catron, as attorney for the S, P. railroad company, to Mr. Kterry, attorney
for the Atlantic and Pacific, requesting
passes for two persons in Santa Fe.
Max Knodt, a resident of this city, one
of the witnesses at the examination of
the Borregas for the murder of Frank
Chaves, testified that he saw one of the
Borregas running down Water street
just before the killing of Chaves. The
defense sought to prove nn nlibi for Bor
lu--

2l, liüiñ.

rega and, of course, it was necessary to
suppress, modify or contradict this testimony in order to prove that Borrega
was not at or near Guadalupe bridge at
or about the time of the killing. The
fact, was brought out that Mr. Catron
had obtained a pass for Max Knodt over
the Atlantic and Pacific railroad from
Albuquerque, but Mr. Catron stated
under oath that he obtained the pass for
Knodt out of friendship to enable him to
go out on the Atlantic and Pacific to see

his girl.

It

was known by one of the attorneys

for the prosecution of Catron that the
pass was not asked for on any such
grounds and an effort was made to get
the original letter which was supposed
to be on file in the ortice of the attorney
for the Atlantic and Pacific, Considerable sparring was indulged in by the attorneys on both sides. Mr. Snyder, who
is in the olllee of Mr. Sterry, attorney
for the Atlantic and Pacific, did not appear to have any desire to produce the
letters and stated that there was no such
letter in the public files of the ortice,
but having been pretty severely talked
to by one of the judges for trying to
evade the question, he returned to Albuquerque and, under the instruction of

Mr. Sterry, returned with the letters
which he stated were in the private and
miscellaneous files of the office.
The letter which was written by Mr.
Catron to Mr. Sterry asking for a pass
for Mr. Knodt states that Mr. Catron
hud some very important business to
to out on the line of the Atlantic
and Pacific which would have to be attended to by himself or an agent and
that us he was very busy he would like
to have a pass for Max Knodt, good for
thirty days. Mr. Knodt gave entirely
different testimony at the trial from that
which he gave at the examination and
it is charged that he did it in consideration of the pass which was obtained for
him by Mr. Catron.
The introduction of this letter in court
after Mr. Catron had stated under oath
that he obtained the pass for Mr. Knodt
out of friendship and in order to enable
him to go and see his girl, caused quite
a sensation and some of the wicked
leople of this place are wondering if Mr,
Catron sent Mr. Knodt out as his agent
to court a girl !
Several other witnesses have been examined and the testimony against Mr.
Catron is very damaging. It is understood that Mr. Catron's attorneys will
attempt to break down the evidence of
several' of the witnesses who have already testified, but the web of testimony
is so strong that it will be very difficult,
if not impossible to do this.
At Hie beginning of the trial Mr, Catron seemed to be confident and he did
not appear to be worried in the least
concerning; the result., but during the
ut-te-

past week his manner has changed anil
he appears to be exceedingly apprehensive of the result.
The C. L. S. C. held their regular
meetii g at the residence of Mrs. V. L.
Jackson Saturday Oct. 19. The next
meeting will I at Mrs. H. S. Barnes.
Doc. Warren has adorned his bar with
some very pretty lamp shades and a profusion of flowers, which tend to make a
pretty effect.
Mrs. A. .1. Loomis celebrated her
birthday Monday evening by a gathering of her few intimate friends at. her
home.
The opening dance of the Silver City
hall Friday
social club in Newcomb
evening promises to be a great, social
event.
Stock shipments from Silver City are
commencing.
Three cars went out this
week.
A hunting party will leave the later
part of this ,veek for the Gila country.

$500 Reward
For any case

of

Rheumatism which

can-

be cured with Dr. Druinmond's
Lightning Remedies. Internal and
; relieves at once ; cure guaranteed.
Restores stiff joints, drawn cords, and
hardened muscles. If your druggist has
not got it, do not take anything else.
Send descripiion of your case, take the
agency, and secure your own treatment
free. "Drummond Medicine Co., 84 Nassau St. New York.
not

al

Do You Wmit

Uooil

Rhim-Ii- .

A first class ranch in t he vicinity of
Aztec San Juan Co., N. M., offered at a
bargain. Farm tools anil stock included,
Sheep taken as part payment. If you
mean business, Tim Eaui.k, Silver City.
N. M is prepared to give you a bargain.
Write now for particulars.

Wm. F. Lorenz,
FIRE, UFE ANI) ACCIDENT
INSURANCE.
NoTAItV Pl'HI.IC.
Office lit

I'oHt-ofllr- e.

SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.

BORENSTEIN BROS.
TKN CENT STOKE.
Drives in DRY GOODS and

CLOTHING!
Special Burgalns in LADIES',

GENTS' and CHILDREN'S
SHOES.
Also a full line of GLASSWARE and CROCKERY.
We sell everything CHEAP
FOR CASH.
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should have published such an
The republican newspapers in
as he did on this account. He the territory which have been talkPublished every Wednesday Morning by now admits' that the article was ing so much about the ' charges
A. J. LOOMIS.
published through gross careless? against Catron and Spiess, and sayEntered at the postofflce at Hllver City, ness and makes a public apology ing that they were brought for
N. M for transmission through the malls ut
to the chief justice and the mem- - partisan purposes will need to exsecond class rates.
ers of the supreme court of the plain why, if these charges are the
Office on Yankle Street between Texas and
Arizona Streets.
territory for having published it out come of political persecution,
Advertising Kates on Application.
and assures them that no such ar- these two men were defended by
Subscription Rates, Postage Prepaid
One year
.
.
. j&oo ticle will appear in the future in two well known and able democraSix months
i.uo
Three months
jo the columns of the Citizen. While tic attorneys, Mr. Neil B. Field and
we were surprised that such an ar Albert B. Fall neither of whom
SILVEE CITY, N. M.. OCTOBER SI. 1895,
ticle should have been published expect any fee for the part which
Silver
in the Citizen, we regret that Mr. they have taken in the case. The
..67
Hughes so far forgot theestablished fact of the matter is that the repub.:i.ir
usages of newspaper editors as to lican papers of the territory have
have published an anonymous
been trying to make political capGUILTY OF CONTEMPT.
ital out of these cases to bolster up
1 nomas Hughes and
V. T.
the failing fortunes of the repubwere found guilty of conTHE LONE FISHERMAN.
lican party in New Mexico. It is
tempt of coart last week at Santa Fe
Although
is
it a little out of the a well known fact that the charges
for the publication in the Albusucker
season,
the Independent against Catron and Spiess were
querque Citizen two weeks ago of an
of
Las
Democrat,
gives some formulated by a committee of the
Cruces,
article reflecting on the members
good
very
advice
to
democratic most eminent attorneys in the terof the supreme court of the terri
suckers
who
be
to
seem
inclined to ritory, selected from both political
tory.
swallow
the
which
bait
Fisherman parties and that they were defendIn his nnswer to the charges,
Catron
has
been
throwing
to them ed by two prominent democratic
Mr. Hughes stated that he found
for
some
time past. It says:
attorneys. These facts in them
the article lying on his desk, that
"Catron
has
been
fishing for selves would show that there was
it was typewritten and that it was
'
not signed, in short, it was an a some time in the troubled Demo- no partisanship in the matter, but
nonymous contributi on. He stated cratic waters, using bait adapted when the evidence which has been
inainegaven nut a cursory ex- to the tastes of the various sorts of given in the case is taken into conamination and placed it on the swkers swimming theroin. His sideration, no fair minded man can
hook to be set by the compositors hooks are baited with flattery, say that there is any partisanship
He expressed regret that the ar coarse and fine, with consolation in the charges.
ticle should have Wen published for wounded vanity, with protesand after he had lteen found guilty tations of regard and offers of asPho.mi.nkxt republicans all over
of contempt of court he published sistance, and probably with coin the country have been busy, since
in the Citizen a full and complete for the smaller fry. And some big the municipal election in Indiaretraction.
It is a rule in all well fish are swimming perilously near napolis explaining how it happened.
regulated newspaper offices to pub- his lures. He has landed Otero Some of the explanations may aflish no communication unless aC' and is preparing to strike for a ford some comfort to the hungry
companied by the name of the writ bigger catch, and all the fish that republicans who are willing to serve
er, but this rule seems to have been he catches will be thrown into his their country for a good salary,
entirely disregarded bv the editor pan and fried in their own fat.
but it seems to us that none of the
of the Citizen.
"Catron is a wily fisherman. He republicans have yet given the
An editor rarely prints a com knows men and their weaknesses. right reason for the defeat of the
inunieatioii without hiving lirst He plays them according to their republican ticket in Indianapolis.
carefully read it to see that it eon natures,' b ibbing for some with a It seems to us at this distance that
tains nothing which would conflict gob of worms on a string, throwing the republicans of Indianapolis
with the established policy of the bright colored Hie to others and were short about 5,000 votes.
p:ier or which would tend to in- landing them so skillfully that they With these additional votes they
jure anyone. If he cares for the never feel the hook, and catching might easily have carried the city.
reputation of his newspaper ho is others by the gills and contempt- The republican shortage throughcareful to see that the article con- uously tossing them out upon the out the country next fall will be
Ed- bank.
And he despises them all about 500,000. In this connection
tains no misrepresentations.
itor Hughes has been in the news- and uses them for his own purposes. it may be well to remark that there
"Democrats!
paper business for many years and
Beware of the will be a big republican shortage
it is all the more surprising that he Lone Fisherman of Sania Fel"
in New Mexico next fall.
ar-tic- al
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The city council of this city will

AN ELECTRIC

ROAD.

Boon be

called upon to select a
man to fill the place made vacant
by the untimely death of Marshal
Cantley. In view of the circumstances which led to the death of
the late marshal, it would neem
to he adviHable for the council to nelwt a man who is not addicted to the uxe of intoxicating
beverages, if such a man can be
employed to discharge the duties of
the office, A peace officer should,
at all times, lie a conservator of the
peace and a person in an intoxicated condition can not he relied
upon to do this.

The First One In New Mexico to He
In Grant Comity.

W5.
spend vacations and, at the Hsime time
receive the benefit of the Borings.

FRUIT

TREES.

Work on the big Haniturinm ia progressing most rapidly, and over forty
carloads oí material have already lieen
1
utilized in the construction of the main
am still prepared to
building.
furnish FRUIT TREES
There will be sixty rooms in the pan- iutriuni, independent of Heveral bath- suitable for this climate in
rooms which will adjoin some of the any number. Persons conlarger room. For the convenience of
invalids and visiting guests the strnc-tur- e templating planting trees
is largely after the general plan of pwill
find it to their interest
haciendas, with a large court inside and
wide porches around both outside and to write me, and if I have
in the plaza.
not in stock what is desired,
One of the most important improvecompany
ments contemplated by the
I can readily secure the
is a electric troley railroad from the
rates
(lovKKNOR Prince, who has been springs to Hudson station on the Santa same at reasonable
conwaiting for political lightning to Fe. This matter is now receiving
and in all varieties. Adress:
sideration and the road will probably
strike him, has concluded that the
lie commenced as soon as the sanitarium
Rodgkrs,
climate of New Mexico is not con- is completed. The entire buildings will
Silver City, N. M.
ductive tn the generation of the be fitted up with electrical applicants.
The bath house buildings are no
right sort of electricity to be atcompleted and the famous springs
tracted by his lightning rod, and
have been walled ami cemented so that
has concluded to try the climate
they discharge an abundance oí hot
Dealers in
His lightning rod is water, running three feet higher than
of Colorado.
DRYGOODS,
ready to lie struck and he will ever before.
titlin
the
will
spared
No
expense
le
developments.
await
patiently
GROCERS,
ing up of the sanitarium and the comSince Thomas Hughes has fallen forts and conveniences will lie equal to
CHINAWARE,
down on his knees and begged the any first class hotel in the United Suites.
and NOTIONS.
pardon of the supreme court of the Numerous inquiries are being received
come
to
desiring
already from persons
territory, many of the editors in here, and the Hudson Hot Springs San- We also carry a good line
New Mexico are jumping him with itarium is going to become as celebrated
in SHOES, and GENTS
both feet and telling him that he in a very short timo as Santa Monica or
FURNISHING.
ought to have known it was loaded. any pleasure resort in tho world. The
BULLA
HP ST. NEXT TO KELLY'S
Mr. Hughes made a mistake, has people of this section ore exceptionally
HARNESS SHOr.
fortunate in having a pleasant place to
had the manliness to own it and

Clark

FUNG YUEN & Co,

newspapers ought to let ti
the matter drop.
now the

Dick Kkkkns. of St. Louis, is a
Last
pretty smooth politician.
week he came out to Santa Fe and
Gibbons and
brought Cardinal
of
the great lights
quite a number
of the Catholic church in his special car. 'I here is going tobe a
mighty interesting campaign next
year and i 'l believes in making
hav while the sun shines.
I

Last week will be long

remem-liere- d

by the residents of Santa Fe.
Never before in the history of that
ancient town has there been such
a notable gathering of dignitaries
of the Catholic church there, nor
has there ever been so many of the
prominent officers of the church
gathered together in any town in
the entire southwest.

Which
Shall It Be?

3

for Hlirh finiría Spwlnor Machines. Bicycles. Vehicles, Baby
plaoed
with local and retail dealers with three to six middleCarriages, etc,
men's profits, or with the old reliable CASH BUYERS' UNION, with only
one small profit above actual factory cost. If you are a money saver there
ran ho nn rtnnht. fts to vniir decision. Write today for ouo of our Illustrated
catalogues and note the unapproachable bargains we are offering 80 differ- ent style Hewing Jflacnines, ranging in pnce irom vo.w w vov.w muiw. ,
all styles and prices, from $10.75 to $75.00. Those of the latter price being
equal to wheels sold by agents and dealers at $125.00, We show 150 designs
in Baby Carriages the latest, the handsomest all new patterns, many
direct importations. We handle everything under the sun in the
VEHICLE AND HARNESS LINE. BUGGIES. CARRIAGES, PHAETONS. ROAD WAGONS. CARTS, HARNE88. 8ADDLES, ETC.
at prices out of reach of competition.
IN PIAN08 AND ORGANS we show an
endless variety, at only 10 per cent, above
actual cost to build. In writing for catalogues, state which to send, as we have a spe-clcutuloguo for em h line. Address in full
ul

CASH BUYERS' UNION,
B 878.

159-1-

.. Van Buna St..

CHICAQO, ILL.
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COLLEGE

WOMEN.

The Murrage Kate Among Wonon Who
Are College Gradúate' U very small,
Now that the question of the effect
of college life on the health of women
seems finally and statistically settled,
we are met by a new one, concerning
its effect on their changes of marriage,
says Milicent Washburn
hinn in the
Century. It appears that but a small
proportion of college women have married. The higher education may not be

undermining our health as a nation,
after all; but what if it proves to
be undermining our domestic life? It is
not so easy a doubt to meet statistically
as its predecessor. But there are some
interesting figures to
made out that
bear on it. It is possible to analyze
pretty closely the degrees in which the
marriage rate of college women, under
different conditions, does really fall
below that of the country at large.
The register of the Association of
Alumnae representing fifteen leading colleges, east and west,
and separate, affords the fairest possible source for such statistics. Of the
1,805 women enrolled in this register for
the current year, only 27.2 per cent are
married. The marriage rate for the
country at large, for women over 20
years old, is nearly 80 per cent. But to
say that college women marry little
more than
as often as other
women would be a most careless conclusion. The comparison is misleading
in several respects.
1. The rate is lowered by the high
proportion of recent graduates in the
alumnae body. If these youngest classes
are left out of account, so that we consider only women who have passed 2o,
we find 12.7 per cent married; after the
age of ;)0 is passed, CI.7; after It.'), the
rute becomes 49.7; while of those who
havo passed 40 years, H.ó per cent, are
married. The ultimate probability of a
college wonian's,..umrriage, therefore,
seems to le below 55 per cent, against
IK)
per cent, for other women--nI'lit"
great.
The
iu
college- women marries later.
2. The rate is lowered by ihe high proportion of women educated in colleges
for women only. Of the 1,805 women,
I, i:i4, nearly fit percent, are graduates
of women's colleges; and o ly 25.7 per
cent, of these are married, against Ü2.H
per cent, of the graduates of
colleges. The marriages between
fellow students under the
system are perhaps enough to account
for this difference. But it has been my
impression in observing college women
that four years of early womenhood
sient in seclusion, from free acquaintance with men, and in a pretty, elaborate and pleasant social life, constructed
out of purely feminine materials, left a
1

Col-lega-

one-thir-
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two-thir-
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woman less disposed and less fitted
afterward for informal friendships and
with men ; ami it may be
that these informal relations prove of tener the path to marriage for thoughtful
women than more conventional social
intercourse. 3. The rate is lowered by
the high proportion of women from the
North Atlantic states. The rate for the
North Atlantic section is lowered by the
fact that all the women's colleges are in
that part of the country. Apart from
the inconsiderable group who live abroad
college women marry most in the Middle West, and least in the North Atlantic states (as a matter of fact, it is least
of all in New England, though I have
not here segregated the figures).
If it be ankod why college women marry less than others, it may very safely be
answered, to begin with, that it is not because they crave a more exciting and
public life; for the majority of them are
school teachers. It is probable that in
the very general employment of college
women as teachers in girls' schools lies
one effective cause of celibacy. There is
no station in life (save that of a nun) so
inimical to marriage as that of resident
teacher in a girls' school. No one who
has any extended acquaintance with col
lege women doubts that the quiet anil
even pursuits of college, during years
that might else have gone to social
increase rather than lessen the disposition to congenial home life; that the
danger to unselfish affection from student's ambition is slightcompared to the
danger from the ambition of social display ; that in women as in men the
emotional nature grows with intellectual
grn'vth, while becoming at the sametimo
more even and controlled. But the heut
toward congenial marriage may lessen the
actual probability of marriage. It is not
the ardent woman, but the cold woman,
for whom one marriage will do as well as
another. And the college woman is not
only more exacting in her standards of
marriage, but under less pressure to accept what falls below hei standard than
the average woman, because che can letter support ami occupy herself alono
As a matter of fact, unhappy marriage
are virtually unknown among college
gay-etie- s,

195.
women.
I have no doubt that remaining cause
of the low marriage rate is that many
men dislike intellectual women, whether because such women are roally disagreeable or becauso men's taste is at
fault. I shall not try to determine. And
evon among those who like them as
friends, many feel as the young man did
who
made this confession. Denver
Times,
Under the Knife
Of the surgeon there is no more acute
suffering than people endure every day

with Rheumatism, Distorted and withered limbs mark its ravages everywhere.
Dr. Drummond's Lightning Remedy for
Rheumatism has a remarkable record of
cures not only relieving the puin, but
restoring all the functions of the crippled
limbs. Wend $5 to the Drummond Medicine Co., 48 Maiden Lane, New York,
and the full month's treatment, of two
large bottles will be sent to your express
address. Agents Wanted.

B. E. GANDARA.
GOLD AND SILVERSMITH.
Jewelry Mude to Order Repairing
Neatly Done.
PRICES REDUCED.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Vunklu St. HllvorOltv. N.

To" FILN

M.

ABOUT 1T

E. ROSENBERG,
HOOT AND SHOEMAKER.
I promise you faithfully. In the loint run
you sliull Hiive liitlf your money, by IiiivIiik
your work neiitly and promptly done to milt
yourself, lit E. ICOSKNHERQ'H
Hllver City, N', M

.L J. SMITH,
General Repair Shop.
Bicycles,

(limn

and Revolvers

Promptly Repaired.
HittcN Itcimonithlc.

VuiiKlu St. Hllviir Olty. N. M.
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George Washington. The letter, says
the Indianapolis News, was found
many years ago among the papers of
Maj. Deall, of Virginia, the greatgrandfather of Mrs, Drown, and it has
been treasured as a precious heirloom
ever since, Maj. Deall was in the continental army, and the letter was
written to him upon his resignation
from the service, after the terrible winter at Valley Forge, Tho letter is still
in good condition, having carefully
been framed, and is one of the few autograph letters of Washington extant.
It has the characteristic signature,
aboundiug in flourishes, but the balance of the letter is written in a comparatively plain hand, The letter reads
as follows:
"Headquarters, 81st March, 1778.
Sir: I have received your letter of
this date inclosing your commission.
The frequency of resignation throughout the army is truly alarming. In
the Virginia line this spirit unhappily
seems to rage like an epldemicul disease. I am at a loss to account how
gentlemen can reconcile such an abandonment of the public interest at this
crisis of our affair, either with the
principles of honor or duty tu themselves and their country. If, however,
you think yourself warranted and are
determined to quit the army I must at
least insist upon your retaining your
commission till the arrival of more officers in cump. I uin, sir, your most
Obt. Servt., G. Washington."
The straightforward letter of the
great commander so affected Maj.
Deall that he continued in the service,
and was instrumental in bringing
about the recall of a number of other
resignations.
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If In Searcli of a New Herniation,
Try the effect of a mud bath at Las Vegas
Hut Springs, New Mexico. Other forms
of baths may 1 had there, all especially
beneficial in rheumatic troubles and diseases of the blood. The cool, dry, tonic
air of this resort is just the tiling for
tired nerves, and there is nothing so
restful as New Mexico sunshine, especially when supplemented by such fine
service as is given at the Hotel Montezuma, reopened June 20. This famous inn
cannot he excelled anywhere in the
SnlltllU'l'ut.
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A man who makes a practice of giving alms to almost every beggar that
accosts him on the street has a unique
explanation for his action, says the
Washington Dost.
"Street begging is the hardest work
'Supposing
in the world," he says.
seventy-liv- e
per ce:it. of all the heg.ii'a
in the business t.i U. Impostors, what
ob-ei'-

i. . i

II

18M5.

excursion tickets on sale to
Las Vegas Hot Sprints from principal
points. Reached only over the Santa Fe
WATSCN LIK..S BLOOMERS.
Route. For illustrated pamphlet and a
:io,i;l- - ii Hull for Him Dttiichter and Wat copy of "Land of Sunshine,'r address G.
I1U Wife Cut It Up.
.i V .7
T. Nicholson, G. V. A., Monadnock
Silas W.it:i, a Sidney (N. Y.) farm-- building, Chicago.
er. pur. u-- a bicycle for his fifteen-- !
(laughter recently and also
jvur-olCoin's financial series is worth reading.
bicycle
buy
to
money
a
lior
Financial School," "A Tale ot
"Coin's
:íiw
Whoa Miss Watson rode into Two Nations" or "Coin up to Date" may
the y . ml iliired in a bloomer her moth- be obtained at Tim Emii.k ollice free by
er w.i.i a i'.onlslied. but the father was paving a year's subscription to Tun
Eaoi.k in advance. The twoki sell at 25
nu h pleasjd with his daughter's
each.
cents
and ability as a cyclist. The
uvjt'jor do 'hired that her daughter
should not he allowed to dress like a
now woman. After the girl had re
sumod her ordinary dress and gone toa
neighbor's the mother took the bloom-era- ,
chopped them up and presented the
pieces to her daughter when she returned, with the following note:
"Here is what is left of your abominable bicycle suit, which your father encouraged you to buy. No daughter of
mine shall ever be allowed to parade
herself In public dressed in bloomer
costume. Take these pieces and use
them In some articles of patchwork as
a reminder of the folly manifested by
yourself and father."
Farmer Watson was so indignant at
his wife's conduct that he immediately
gave his daughter more money to buy
another bloomer costume and assured
her that she should henceforth be protected from a similar experience.

EFFORTS.

Given liy u Il.ui Who l.lHtem
All Mrc t lvg ;M.

i i

2J,

clusion that ulmo .t any kind of manual
labor is lighter than street begging;
and for that reason I never inquire
whether a begger is deserving or not.
If he takes to the business as a matter
of ehoicu ho deserves all he can get."
"liut suppose every man should take
your view of it. Deggary would become the mo.it prolUable business that
one could enga e in."'
"All!" said tlio philosopher, "but how
many men take the trouble to think of
it? The discovery is mine'."

Htlnglng I.titter from the Commander on
Arii'y Renlgnatlons.
Mrs, John Si. Drown, the wife of Vice
President Drown, oí the First national
bank of Crawfordsville, has a relic
which is not for Bale, being nothing
less than an autograph letter of Gen,

APPRECIATE

OTTOHMt-

imiuYui:

waiii.rr for

li.it nr.' iir.i.ipel bit i her
tin reci';;.i il.s m 'a w.i.i li 7 In t'.u byways and on dark street corners in t.io
;

cold without an overcoat, asking you
as you pass to givu them a dime to buy
a cup of coffee with. Suppose they
make a dollar a duy that way! If you
think that's a comfortable business,
just try it for an experiment. Don't
tuko any reckoning of the hard things
that are said to them. Dride soon ho- uomes calloused under such a strain;
but just look at it from the stand,) ni
uf the amount of hard work Involved,
d the discomfort from cold and ex-1

Similar.

Ifmivei

Prompted by the feeling that It was
his duty, the bishop remonstrated with
one of his clergy for attending a local
hunt. "Well, your lordship," replied
the offender, "I really do not see there
is any more harm In hunting than in
Colng to a ball." "I presume," answered his lordship, "that you refer to
having seen my name down among
those who attendod Lady Somerville's
ball, but I assure you throughout the
whole evening I was never once in the
same room as the dancers." "That,
my lord, is exactly how I stand I was
never in the same field as the hounds."
Then tho bishop sat down and silence
reigned.
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Financial
Schoo 9
It sells lor 25 cents, but

How We Keep CooL

Nearly two hundred million fans
hp had ffOO HV Cll)
have been sold during the past year in tyio
üm
J
tho United States. These fans Include "AdJ
manudomestic
and
both tho Imported
to THE EAGLE
facture, but the bulk of this immense scriDers
number came from China and Japan,
Few fans are made in the United States,
and the greater part of the home pro- who pay a year In advance
duction I i of the very cheapest kind
and used mostly for advertising pur-- :
j

poses.
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HIS HORSES AND

dJGS KILLED.

.rike, cloaks with a slow cathedral

ATALE
TWO
NATIONS.

fong, colorless clocks, charming clocks,

Carrying Out the Strange Provision of no
Animal Lover's Will.
At Bridgeport, Conn., a provision in

nedieval clocks of the kind they made
forty or fifty years ago you know
the will of Francis Ives was lately car- them by the strike, Gothic in pattern
and perhaps witli a picture of Melrosa
ried out, his fine horses and well-bre- d
dogs having been put to death, abbey or something of that sort painted
says the New York World.
Mr. on the door under the clock face. Iron
Ives was a distinguished member of clocks, wooden clocks, marble clocks,
the Fairfield county bar and a rich old onyx clocks, nickel clocks, all sorts of
bachelor. Rumor had it that when he clocks, old and new, rise before the
was a young man he fell in love with mind's eye as they tell each its tale of
the beautiful Miss Julia Jones, daugh- the passing time, and when they arc
ter of Rev. and Mrs. Henry Jones and all done there tomes after an interval
granddaughter of Noah Webster. Mr. one more, a deep, ponderous, distant
Ives proposed to Miss Jones and she re- boom, and after that comes silence
jected him. Afterwards she married again."
llev. Thomas üeecher, brother of HenWANTED TO BORROW HIM.
ry Ward Beecher. From the time of
her marriage Mr. Ives separated him- Queer Request Two Women Made of a
I'liUmlelphlan and the Reason Therefor.
self from the society of women. He
A genial Philadelphian, who for obowned a fine stable of thoroughbred
trotters. Two of them, Prince and vious reasons does not care to have his
livPRyi were hs greatest favorites, and name printed on this occasion, secure.l
as he speeded them he seemed to be a parlor car se.it on an express train
forgetful for the moment and happy. for Reading a few days ago, says the
Philadelphia Record, and as he was
He owned a kennel of pedigreed pointabout to pass through tho gates was
ers and setters and he was an enthusiastic hunter. Mr. Ives died last winter, surprised to hear himself accosted in
leaving a large estate. His will made feminine tones with the somewhat
g
his
friend, George Hayes, his startling question: "Please, mister,
executor, and, outside of a few small could I borrow you for awhile?"
Looking around he found two buxom
bequests, left his whole estate to his
sister, Mrs. Whiting, of New Haven, women, who hastily and hesitatingly
lint the eighteenth clause of his will explained that they were riding on a
betrayed Mr. Ives' intense affection for pass made out in the name of a gentlehis horses and dogs an affection man and his wife, and. as the gentlewhich, necessarily diverted from its man was rot present, they wanted tho
citizen to place his
first object, had centered itself on genial-lookin- g
them. In this clause Mr. Ives directed bought ticket at the disposal of on- his executor, Mr. Hayes, to chloroform lady and take the other one under his
to death all the animals that he might wing, while he personated the absent
own at the time of his death in the owner of tho pass.
"Which is my wife?" he inquired
month of June first following that
event. In explanation of this act of with an inward qualm, lest his own abseeming cruelty Mr. Ives wrote in his sent better half should hear the story.
"You can take your choice, sir," said
will:
' I fear lest my dogs and horses will the lady in search of an escort, and h
fall into the hands of some one who promptly did so by tucking the arm oí
the youngest fair one under his own
will not treat them kindly."
Mr. Ives was well known to be a hu- - and leading her into tho ear. Tii )
mane and
man. His exec- couple proved to be ri'rht jolly travelutor considered his order binding upon ing companions, and the citizen's o.d
regret in the transaction was due to a
him.
fear that the story might leak out and
get home ahead of him. Jtut it didn't.
THROUGH THE AIR SHAFT.

f
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A Tale of Two Nations
should be read by every

one who has read Coin's
Financial School.
The book can be obtained
free by any subscriber to
Tins Kaglk who pays a
year's subscription in ad
vance. It will open the
eyes of thousands who are
unacquainted with the par-
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ticulars concerning the de- inonetization of silver.
Send in your
today.
SILVER'S
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Sounds That Ureik In thn Stilly Night on
the I'.an at tho pint Dweller.

IOhIiiIiIhIu'iI

TKiiMs

Longevity In riilludelp'ita.

That quietude oonda :js to longevity
"In the hot nights, with the windows seems to bedomoiiitrat.'l by the rcjor
into the air shaftsail open," said a New of longevity in Philadelphia, a
York Hat dweller, "we hear the voices
which the city prides i.self conof old ami yj;ing in all sorts of tones siderably.
Darin;? the fi;M, half of f.l
and modulations, and speedily become year the obituary columns of t '.!.
used t: thru and pay no attention to Ledger contained iballi nouioto.'
i
them: they are part of tin routine of women and is;) ii;':i wlio had liv.vl t
life to whith we b:.nic uc'Uiitomcd, or beyond tliu rje of 8) ,vars. V:
as we do to the sounds of the streets, to greater p:irt of t'.u cLvilh i were of iv
t he rusllh'!' of tree i or t he ilnw of
of Philadelphia. Thirteen worn
waters.

thenig'it

Util support you wake up in
i i

intent.' quiet; your own

air shaft windows wide open and all
the rest the same. Tho voices you
heard in the evening now are stilled;
there
sound. Then you hear the
striking of a clock, and then you hear
more clouts: some close together, some
far apart, but no two striking together,
and t hey are as different in manners of
stroke aa I i mil as they are in time;
there aiv n two alike.
There arc
K.lti wilii a sharp, quick, uhril!
is-n-
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CHAMPION.

DAILY.
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One yeur. I,y mull
Six iiiiiiilliH liy mull
Thine moulds Iiy mall
One month by mull
Siui.lny edition. (I I inures.) year
Dally Kdlllons lurliiile the Niiulny.
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WEEKLY.
men lived to or beyo.i
and tweuty-sithe age of !)'J years. The extreme age One year. Iiy mull. In advance
91.(10
reached were Hi) years by one woman Maniple conies of either edition on iipplleii-- t
and 90 by three men. One colored mail Ion.
has a record all to himself. He was
character
John Gibson, a
in Philadelphia, who died on February
The News Is the only consistent champion
3 at the home for aged and infirm col- of silver In the west, and should bo In every
ored people. He claimed to be 1"0 home In the west, and In tho hands of everv
years old, but the most authentic infor- miner and business man In New Mexico.
mation made him out to be 117, which Head In your subscriptions at once.
All communications must he addressed tn
was accepted as being probably cor
I
red.
News Printing Co., Denver, Colo.
x
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T.'IE KAGLK:
The cloning down oí the mill at the
White Signal ciimp i.s not discouraging
the miners there in the least. Another
one is being negotiated (or and will be
in operation during the winter. The
properties re nil looking np nicely and
if certain deal are consumated, the
camp will be developed by abundant
capital.
W. II. Jack, the well known cattleman,
came down from Colfax county Sunday.
Híh partner, Mr. Young, had been found
murdered a few days previous to bin departure, with no elite to the identity of
the murderers.
Hon. J. V. Fleming, coal mine
for the territory returned Friday
evening from an extended tour of northern New Mexico. He reports the coal
lilísimas as steadily improving.
V. G. Siegmiin, assayer of the Confidence Mining company, was a visitor in
the city last week, being on his way wast
on a vacation to recuperate his health
w

hich is not good.

Thomas Hudson, in charge of tie'
jiluinbii g and Mr. Buckley, boss
at the Hudson Springs' sanitarium, ere in the city last Saturday and
'

car-pein- er

Su.
i

day.
-
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FLEMING CATTLE CO.
Bange :
Fleming

vicinity.
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Remarkable Little Girl Who Acts hike a

II--

i
i

In the earlier part of the performance
a lady was pretty severely stung.

Paralytic ut u Word.

The most astounding instance of hypnotism by suggestion comes in a report
furnished to the French Society oí
Hypnology and Psychology by M.
Oorfilichze, an expert in mesmerism.
Thh story he has to tell, says the New
York World, is of a little girl of eleven
in one of the French provinces who
used to accompany a cousin, who was
a country doctor, on his rounds, and in
this way got tounderstand a good many
medical expressions.
One day she fell ill. The illness was
slight and she was on the high road to
recovery, when her cousin, the doctor,
happened to say unthinkingly and
smilingly in her presence: "Oh, good
neavens! She is paralyzed!" At once
the child exhibited every symptom of
paralysis- and she remained in that
stale at the will of the doctor. Afterwards he asked her if she was not becoming consumptive, and immediately
she began to suffer from the dreadful
coughing and blood spitting that consumptive patients have.
She seemed so extraordinarily open
to every sort of mesmeric "suggestion"'
that the doctor tried her with half the
diseases known in medical annuls, and
one by one she responded to thcr.i all.
lie needed only to remark that he was
cured to have her perfectly well a moment later. Perhaps the strangest of
the experiences she went through was
when one of her schoolmates got n
'
paper pellet in her eye. From pure
sympathy the child imagined that she
had the same trouble too, ami
rubbed her eve to such an extent that
she felt the pain of It for nearly a year.
t

T,
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How the Workmen on Tall llulUllngs Have
Their H;ier Sent Up to Thetu.
Walking along in front of a tall apartment house the other day in w hich the
titters are at work, says a New York

was startled to see
down at my feet.
'c".i 1. iking like rain, but
a i I h i I never seen it rain beer
before i . i;il asl.le to see where it
came from. A sharp whistle from a
i. an o:i a '.i'fh scaffolding is what I
heard, and what I saw was a conven- i. mal "gro.vler" swinging at the end
of a rup.1. The man on the scaffolding
lay face downward and gently swung
the foamhrr can toward the window.
Ivlow. Presently two workmen came
lie vl:i low, clutehed the liquid
of peace, drew it in, took a deep
s.vi;,' from it and carefully launched it
into t'.ie nirnguiu. The same operation
:;.x.i irone through with at a window of
í
he third lloor. Then the almost empty
' riowU'i" w.i.i drawn rapidly up and
revel ved Us finishing touches on the
scaffolding above.
"That's a right clever way to manage
a drink," said I to the workman below.
"Well yes; when they drink fair,"
he replied, with the air of a man who
had been cheated out of his allowance.
Herald writer.
lleL'kitof
It h:i I b
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"OLD PUT'S" PLOW.

Bella Hunter Brook Found the Hlitorle
Implement In a llarn Loft.
When the news came into Connecti- -

cut that the British soldiers had fired
the shot heard "around the world,"
Silver Citv.
Israel Putnam was plowing in a stony
N. M.
field on his farm in Pomfret. The
BEES AT ASCOT.
from the unfinished furrow
They Made TIiIiiuh I. Ho. y at the Race and from history, then and there, when
"Old Put" took up arms for his country.
Track for Awhile.
It was rescued from a Windham
A curious incident occurred at Ascot,
says the London Telegraph. While a county barn loft a short time ago and
large number of pleasant luncheon par- bought for a song by K. A. Brooks, an
ties were enjoying the delights of an enthusiastic relic hunter of Hartford,
repast in the gardens behind Conn. It now occupies an honored poopen-ai- r
the grand stand a great swarm, of bees sition among his collection of curiosiPutnam plow is a pretty
settled down on the guests Ground a ties. The
looking
relic, but it is intact in
tough
table in a corner. They buzzed and
is interesting and valparts.
It
its
all
buzzed everywhere. Ladies had bees
in their bonnets and gentlemen found uable, aside from its associations, in
it is a capital type of the plow used
their hats turue.l into striking like- that
in New England during the colonial
nesses of
Some
of the swarm settle ! on the eokl salmon, period.
Mr. Brooks has also secured a
and other members of it tumbled into
oldthe champagne cup. In fact, the bees wrinkled old image of Bacchus, the
est in the country, under whose benign
created the greatest ooiutcrnation
among the ladies and gentlemen in countenance travelers found entertainment in the old Staniford tavern in
that, quarter of the grounds,
Conn., in the sevenThey were gradually drawn off the Windham town,
Scbcol
Coin's
century. The figure was carved
teenth
luncheon party by a gentleman, to
log of pine by British prisoners
whom occurred the happy idea of from a
has made n.oie en veris to the sil- treating
in Windham jail in 1780.
them toa little music on a
ver cause than any other publica- metal tray under a tree. After the
Up to Date.
tapping
tinkling
or
on the article had
A
paper
says the natives of
Scottish
tion. We will send it free to any continued for two or three moments Skye now use knives
to spread their
one paying a year's subscription to the queen bee settled on the branches butter, but that one old lady declines
above to listen to it and was at once to go to parties where she is not alThk Kaom: in advance. Send $2 followed by all the swarm. It was an lowed, according to the old habit, to
sight to see hundreds of spread her butter with her thumb.
and get The Eaglk and this valu- extraordinary
the insects hanging like great black Another inhabitant of the island was
able book. Address
and gold clusters on the tree wM!o the heard declaring to a friend the other
tinkling continued. It ceased v.uhthe day that having sold his horse he must
TlIKlÍAGUÍ,
leheon nnd the bees did n harm. now get a wife to do the spring tillage.
Silver City, N. M.
1'oHtolliei
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ages transported from the mountains
and high land within its drainace area
suilicient material to make 400,000
square miles of new land by filling up
an estuary which extended from its
original outfall to the Gulf of Mexico
for a length of 500 miles, and in width
from 30 to 40 miles. This river, says
Longman's Magazine, is still pouring
solid matter into the gulf, where it is
spread out in a fan-lik- e
shape over a
coast line of lf0 miles, and is filling up
at the rate of 8fU,00().000 tons a year, or
six times as much soil as was removed
in the construction of the Manchester
ship canal, und suliicient to make a
square mile of new land, allowing for
it having to fill up the gulf to a depth
of, so yards.
Some idea of the vastness of this
operation may be conceived when the
fact is considered that some of this soil
has to be transported more than 3,000
miles; and that if the whole of it had
to be curried on boats at the lowest
rate at which heavy material is carried '
on the inland waters of America, or,
h
say, for
of a penny per ton
per mile over an average of half the
total distance, the cost would be no less
a sum than 28.000,()0í)a year. Through
the vast delta thus formed the river
winds its way, twisting and turning by
innumerable bends until it extends its
length to nearly l,'Z'M miles, or more
length
than double the
of the delta, continually eroding the
banks in one place and building up
land in another, occasionally breaking
its way across a narrow neck which
lies between the two extremetles and
tilling up the old channel.
j
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DRAWING.

Modern Imitation of the Ancients by a
New l'roeess.
It is easy, of course, to understand
how pen drawing should have come to
be so largely employed und elaborated.
It is a matter of reproduction for illusnot print with
tration. An etching-wil- l
type, nor with u sled engraving. This,
says the London ' Spectator, led in the
early part of the century to the imitation of steel engravings by wood engravers, who did the business most

skillfully with immense labor. The
drawings for them were mostly made
in pencil, lint photographic process
rendered the intervention of the wood
engravr needless, if the artist made a
pen drawing that would photograph
and process well. A pure technical
diHieiilty can b overcome by large
numbers of craftsmen; large numbers,
accordingly, have learned to make pen
drawings to supplant wood engraving.
li.it it should be noted that to do this
is itself a kind of reproductive process,
r'ew elaborate pen drawings are made
without a studious foundation in some
other material. The pen line must frequently be traced or drawn over the
pencil line, very much like the engraver's tool, s
The point about the moderns and an- -

cients, then, resolves itself into the
imitation by the moderns in a new
medium of tho technique of an old. It
is certain that the ancients could have
performed this feat if they had chosen,
The first of American NewRpaperSy
not altogether certain that they would
have chosen. For, to consider those CITARLES A. DANA, Editor.
other points of reproduction and dissemination, the modern master seems
to be in no greater hurry than the ancient to make use of the new facilities.
American Constitution, tho American
When such a master does take up the
Id.ia,
the American Spirit. These first, lust
efpen, he handles it to much grander
fect than do its devotees.
and till the time, forever.
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Every Year tho Father of Waters Carries
Down a Square Mile of Land.
The Mississippi has in the course of
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Friendship of the Two Brought About

by Dally nurt Sunday, by mall
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Cold Weather.

$1 a year
During the extremely severe weather Thu Weekly
1805, myriads of birds
perished from cold and starvation, both
in Europe and the United States.
In
England this destruction was the more
sorrowful, perhaps, as the country
where the birds winter is more thickly is the cjrentest Sunday Newapnper
settled than with us, and there were
in the world.
more to see their sufferings. But occasionally the British birds found friendPrice Be a copy. By mail, $2 a year.
ly shelter.
The London Times published, during
Aililresa TIIK Sl'N. New York.
the cold weather, this note from
Walther, a boy of twelve years,
who lives at Tunbridge Wells:
"I thought perhaps you would allow
a schoolboy to tell you how very tame
and fearless the cold and hunger have
made the wild birds around our house.
"Of course we feed them with bread
and all sorts of odds and ends, and the
ground is simply black with our hungry
Even the suspicious rooks
visitors.
come quite close to the house for their
share.
"A little blue-ti- t passes its day in our
basement, heedless of sleepy pussy
baking herself before the stove.
"Most of all I wish to tell you about
my strange bedroom companion, a little
robin, which has taken up its residence
in my bedroom; and though I leave the
window open, ho never goes out except
to take a short lly. We pass the night
together, and he makes his bed in one
of my football boots.
"The other morning he woke me up
by singing on a chair at the side of my
I suppose he thought I ought to
bed.
be at my lessons."

of February,
'

The Sunday Sun
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Not a Good Likeness.
is not al v.iys easy to recognize the

"gentlemen and ladies of sculpture."
No wonder the old lady in the following story. t::!:en from the Evangelist,
was s::2c.v'.i:it in doubt: In the "monument roo: :' of Trinity c!iuivh is a hirge
uurblo tablet put up in memory of the
Kite I'Lh-.Ilobart. It is a
ropiv;.':i ia;; t'.i ! bishop as dying, and
sinltinj hito t'.u am:; of an allegorical
fomulc ii;;r.iv. probably intended for
the anel .f death. Years ago an aged
couple iron tho country were shown
about the church, and when they
reached the tablet they paused long
before it. At last the dear old lady
spoke. "That's a good lilruess of the
bishop." she said, "but" ucrc she regarded the angelic personage attentively "it's a poor one of Mrs. Ilobart. I
knew her well, and she didn't look like
bñs-rclic-

'.lint!"

f,

WHY BE SICK

When a trifle will buy the (tres test healing
invention of tho duy? Or. Nnnden's Electric
licit Uncomplete body battery for weh.

treatment, und frnoraiiteed, or money

vcfiiiided.
It will cure without medicino
Kliciiiiiutlftni, liiiuibajro, Nclutlrn. Lamo
Isuck, Kidney and I.lver 4'omitlnlnlu,
XervoiiH )ellllty. Weakness, I.onncii,
Drnlt'H nml nil effects of early IndlMt-llmi or excess. To weak men It In tho
prettiest I'OH.slblo Imioii. oh the mil';!,
ttoolhtiiii' decirle current Is applied
r

direct lo the nerve centers und improvements are felt from the first hour lined.
A

pocket edition of the celebrated electro-

medical work,

"Three Classes of Men,"
npon
illustrated, Is sent free, Bealed,
application. Every young, middle-imeor old man guttering the slightest wtakness
should read it. It will show an easy, sure
and Npeedy way lo retrain strength "ml
U

health when everything else has failed.

The 8ANDEN ELECTRIC CO.,

No. 026 Sixteenth St., Denver, 'ol.
Also New York, f'hlrago 4c London, Eng.
Largest
Concern in the Worldl
Electro-Medic-

TU
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TURNING THE TABLES.
Th Unfortunate Lawyer and Hll Client,
the Nurse.

The extent to which lawyers Can exercise their imagination when pleading
in behalf of their clients is almost beyond belief; but sometimes the tables
are turned in a very unexpected fashion.
On one occasion, says the Florida
Times-UnioMr. Swan was engaged
in presenting the case of a woman who

petitioned the court to grant her a
judicial separation from her husband,
a workingman, and urged that as she
was in extreme poverty she was entitled to alimony according to her husband's
With a voice broken in its pathos the
lawyer dilated on the imperative necessity of the case, declaring that his
client was utterly destitute, not having
a mattress to lie upon, and not possessing the means to purchase a crust of
bread.
When the evidence had been heard
tho judge, wlio well knew the counsel's
unlimited powers of exaggeration,
turned to the appellant and uddressed
to her a few questions.
"Have you. then, no occupation?"
"Yes. my l.ird: I am a nurse," was
the incr.it'. ills reply.
"And ivj re are you employed?"
"I am :it. Mr. Swan's," she unwittingly rej liiK'd. pointing to her counsel.
It v.us v.i'.h the greatest dillleulty
that tlio judge refrained from joining
in the shout of laughter with which
this admission was hailed.
FEMININE VANITY.

It

Crop Out Even Among Women Behind Hi., iliim.
Vanity in a female prisoner would
be merely laughable if it were not so
had to behold. It is, however, the one

touch of natura wliídi proves the human kinship, and there is perhaps some
hope for even these poor, degraded
creatures, if they urn thus swayed by
such harmless emotions. Prison matrons, say .s the North American Review,
would be perpetually busy if they
checked every attempt made by their
charges to udopt the last fashionable
"Fringes" nrp "going out,"
coiffure.
perhaps, in general society, but they
are still amazingly popular in prison.
Criminal.) will trim their hair us it
pleuses them, and the wisest disciplinarian alVc.'!s to sou nothing of the
fringe. In the same way, ouce, when
ehignmis were in vogue, the female felt
happy whose locks escaped the prison
scissors a:id were long enough to fold
over a pud of oakum. The ingenuity,
againi wit'.i which some prisoners will
twist and turn their unbecoming uniform into some faint notion of the
fashions of the day n.ight huve earned
these artists good wuges in a dressmaker's atelier. I have seen panniers
counterfeited and polonaises, skirts
draped or tied back, dress improvers
manufactured out of whalebones or
horse hair; uo doubt when the present
"bell" skirt is fading out of fashion it
w.l bo lurgely patronized in jail. The
craze for personal adornment leads
women to skim the grease off their

llX'S

AY, (M'TOIJhli

llt'i;,.

2:1

1.

scanty allowance of soup, wicn wnuu
Otlielnl Director).
they plaster their hair. I once knew
KKDKIIAL.
an aged prisoner who was caught
H. i'ut,r.n
Delegate to Congros
scraping the dust from the red brick Thonris
W. T. Thornton.
Governor
cell wall to serve her as rouge.
I. orlnn Miller.
Secretary
ChicNuslice

Thomas Smith.

ARMOR

IN

English Officers In

N. f. Collier.
II. II. :i ui ton.

MODERN USE.
I'lircl-- ii Korvlce
Í IlL'lIIXl U'l'H.

1

Associates

.
N. II.
U. II. Huiily..
W. II. Wullim.

to Pro-

flcrk Third Jmlleliil District
('hurles I'. Knslev.
Surveyor General
('luirles M. Shannon.
I'. ft Collector
.1. 11. Del
I .S. District rtiioiney
Ingwuy.
I! . S. 1'ishul
Edward I.. Hull.
II. W. t.oomis.
Deputy I'.S. Marshal
.1. W. Fleming.
I '. S. Coal Mine Inspector
.1. II Walker. Simla I 'e
Register Land Otlicu
re lm Delgado. Sunt i Fe Kec'v'r Lund Olllco
ioiiu II. liryun. I.usi races ucg r i.iimu umt
.1. I'. Asemille. bus Cruces. Kec'v'r l.'dollicc
Keg'r band Olllcu
Richard Voung, Knswell
W . C. Cosgrovc.
Kostt'cll. Kec'v'r band oft cc
W. W. Iloyle. Clayton.
Keg'r band Olllco
nee v r i.iiiiu eiurt
i. i . rickcls. Clayton.

tect
In discussing the modern use of
armor by officers and men in the foreign "little wars" of
an English
accoutrement maker, as reported by
London
says: "I give you my
assurance that an immense number of
tho ofiicers of our army and navy who
go on foreign service, especially when
one of our 'little wars' is expected, provide themselves with certain easily
recognized protections.
"These, mind you, are
articles of trade to the service. The
commonest and most usual type of these
protections consists of line but beautifully tempered single chains, inclosed in
in soft leather, which run along the
shoulders, down the outer side of the
arms and over certain parts of the
body. These can either be sewn into a
particular tunic or they can be adjusted
separately and put on like harness.
The most valuable of all chains, in connection with accoutrements, are those
which guard the head, and in cases
where the regulation cap or helmet is
not sufficiently protected in this way,
specially made chains are sewn inside
the same and covered by tho lining."
Tid-liit-

TKItltlTllHIAI..
.1.
.1.

well-know- n

Very.

".

II. Ci lst. Santa Fe.
K. it. Young. I, us Cruces.
T. N. V1 erson. AUi'iiie.
A. II. Ilarllee. Silver City.

Solicitor General
District attorney

II. M. Duugherly, Socorro,
A. A. .Iones, bus Venus,
.lolin Franklin. Eddy.
Librarian
.lose Segur.
( lerli Supreme Court
II. S. Cliincv.
K. II,

Hergniniiii.Superlnti' ndcut reuiienuury
Adutnnt Generas

Geo, W. K'nneliel.
Samuel Eldoilt.
.Main lino Garcia,
Amado Chave..
M.S. Hart.

Treasurer

Auditor
Snpt. of Scliooll
Coal Oil Inspector

CIUIIIT OK PIIIVATR LAND CLAIMS.

Joseph K. Heed, of Iowa. Chief .Justice.
F. Stone, of
Associate J ..st
Thomas C. Fuller of North Carolina;I .
William M. Murray, of Tennessee; Henry
Sluss. of Knus'is.
of Missouri. I tilted
Malt (i. Reynolds.
Stales Attorney.
ices-Wll- liur

Smoking In Court,

COt'NTV.

Commenting on the fact that not long It. V. Newshum.
I'rolmte .ludgo
ago a pustor of a elmivh in the White-chap- N. A. Hiilich.
Treasurer
I'rolmte Clerk
district in London announced K. M. Vouiii.'.
SlierllT
Shauiinii,
from tho pulpit that in future his hear- llaylor
Collector
A.M. Laird.
Assessor
ers might smoke their pipes during T. N.Ghllders.
Surveyor
I!. Hiown.
service if they chose, lTndcpendauce O.
Commissioner
.1. X. I'ptoii.
Commissioner
Jlelge says there is nothing so very A. .1, Clark.
Commissioner
Foster
strange about that. In the Mexican Thniniis
School Superintendent
II. T. I.I uk.
courts of law, it says, the smoking of
CITY
cigars is sanctioned by hoary custom;
Mayor
.1.
W.
Fleming.
there one may ofteu see a prisoner
Treasurer
Ahl' iham.
puffing away at the fragrant weed II.
Clerk
Win. F. Loren
Attorney
while answering the questions put to Frank Wright.
Marshal
him by the judge, and the latter serene- C. L. Cantley.
ly adds to the general smoke. Mexican
IIOAlin OF KIIITPATION,
teachers reward their diligent pupils
Win, llrahni.
C. Ileiiuett.
It. b. I'owel.
by giving them permission ti smoke
cigars or cigarettes during school
COI'M'ILMKN.
hours, and whenever the worthy peda.las. Glllett,
M. K. While,
gogue is in good humor the schoolroom
Geo, I), .Iones.
Martin Maher
is thick with smoke Smoking begets
HUH DKPAIITMKNT.
thirst; hence on the teacher's desk St. George
Chief
Uohlusoii
stands a huge jar filled with"pulque," Gor. un ilradley
Assistant Chief
Foreman. K. H. nose i o.
the national beverage, to refredi the C. C. liltehill
Foreman. .1. V. I'. Hose Co
Steve I'lile
tutor and tutored.
W. F. Loren. Foreman. Hook lind budilerCo
'

American Extravagance.

It is no wonder that foreigners

Silver City Tost Otile.

scoff

Ofllee open dully except Sunday from 8 a. in

at tho whims of rich Americans when to;
d,

t

p. in.

0110
Open Sundays from ' tt;W "
h ur after arrival of railway mall.
Money order department open dally except
Sundays from X a. in. loll p.m.
Mail closes for Fort llavard, Central. Hanover. Georgetown and all ra road points dally at 9:35 it. in.
Mail closes for Mogollón and till Intermedial.! points at 8 a. in., .Mondays, Wednesdays
mi l Fridays.
Mall closes for Pinos Altos dally except
Su idays at 4:1.1 p. ra.
Mull iirrlves from the east, west and south
dally at 4. t). in.
.uau arrives rrum .uogonon nun luicrmcui-- 1
uto points ut 7 a. in., Wednesdays. Fridays

one hears of such a piece of extravagance as is here related: Lady llores-forformerly the duchess of Marlborough, who was born here in the United
States and who married a rich New
Yorker, who afterward died, has just
returned from a trip with her husband,
Lord Beresford. They traveled away
off alone into Norway, paid four thousand dollars for a fishing stream and
caught two fish. As it is Lady Ileres-ford'- s
money, tho devotion m;i;.t be on
side of the house.

and Sundays.
Mull arrives from Pinos Altos difHy except
Sundays .M:!IU a. in.

I
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CARDS.

which she had taken off. Then she stood
TALMAGE ON HEREDITY.
ANCHETA,
up, blocking the passage, while she put
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
A Thoaiand Yean Cannot Oblitérala Famon her hat, adjusted her veil, and butWill practice In all the courts of the terriily Characterletlci.
tory. Ofllce corner Texas unci
toned her cloak. And all the while the
Now, the longer I live the more I beHprliiR streets.
man was dancing with impatience, unSILVER CITY
N. Mi lieve in blood good blood, bad blood,
able to get out, and
two "lady
proud blood, honest blood, thieving friends" were passing the
TAMES S. FIELDER,
out
the
door. At
O
blood, heroic blood, cowardly blood, last the fat woman moved,
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
and the
writes Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage in the man
Office In Broadway Hotel
well, inasmuch as nothing so
SILVER CITY
Ladies'
Home
Journal.
M,
The
tendency
Ni
much angers a man as a punishment he
may skip a generation or two, but it is knows he
PICKET.
deserves, you can imagine
sure to come out, as in the little child
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
.how he looked. For my part, I thought
you
see
sometimes
a
similarity to a it was delightful, and if I ever meet
SILVER CITY
N. M.
whose picture hangs that fat woman I mean to
H. HARLLEE,
tell her so.
A
on the wall. That the physical and
A
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
mental
and moral qualities are inheritaPlstrlc Attorney for Counties of Grant
HOW PEANUTS GROW.
ble is patent to anyone who keeps his
BILVEBCITY ad.BlOTre:
.
N.
eyes
open.
The
similarity
is
so
striking
The tapie food of the t'lreai Beqalref
"
TÜHM M. GINN,
sometimes as to be amusing. Great
But Mule Cultivation.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
families, regal or literary, are apt to
All boys, and a good many of their
Will practice In all the Conns of tlio
have the . characteristics all down sisters, are fond of peanuts. Everythrough the generations, and what is body knows that no circus is complete
FILVER CITY T.rr,toT
.
N M.
&

BAIL

HL.

great-grandfath-

more perceptible in such families may
be seen on a smaller scale in all families. A thousand years have no power
to obliterate the difference. The largo
lip of the houso of Austria is seen in
all the descendants and is called the
Ilapsburg lip. The house of Stuart always means in all generations cruelty
aud bigotry and sensuality. Witness
Queen of Scots. Witness Charles I. and
Charles II. Witness James I. and
James II., and all the others of that imperial line.
Scotch blood means persistence.
Dutch blood means cleanliness and
good breeding. English blood means
reverence for the ancient. Welsh blood
means religiosity. Danish blood means
fondness for the sea. Indian blood
means roaming disposition. Celtic
blood means fervidity. Roman blood
means conquest.
The Jewish faculty for accumulation
you may trace clear back to Abraham,
of whom the Bible says: ''He was rich
in silver and gold and cattle," and to
Isaac and Jacob, who had the Mine
family characteristics.

p
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without them, but probably not many
boys, nor girls either, know just how
they grow, says the New York Times.
The peanut is supposed to be a native
of Africa, where it forms the chief food
of certain regions, but it is found, too,
in South America and Europe, the species varying slightly in the different
countries. Here in the United States
It is cultivated chiefly in Virginia,
North Carolina and Tennessee. The
seed planted is the meat kernel, and
care is taken not to break the skins.
The plant grows like a vine, and the
nuts hang on to it like pea pods. A
single vino will, it U estimated, produce
about one hundred nuts, if it is of the
average good condition. At thin rate
the yield per acre is forty bushels.
'
Three varieties of these nuts are grown
'
here the white, the red and the Spanish. They are readily distinguished, at,
they have individual characteristics.
The next time you eat a peanut with
two kernels very white, with pink
skins, you will know it is of the white
variety, which is the most important.
The shell of the red nut sometimes
holds three or four dark kernels, and
REVENGE OF THE FAT WOMAN. its skin is of a decidedly dark red, so
you cannot mistake that; while the
Haw Bha Got Bather Mura Than Eran with
Spanish nut is so much smaller, with a
u
nrtween-thf.tethe
llore.
lighter skin than either of the others,
Apropos of the theater, I saw somethat it will not be mistaken for either.
thing one other night within the last Nearly
five million bushels of peanuts
seven that filled me witli a totally unare used in this country every year.
holy glee, says a writer in the Washington ost. A woman sat in front of
A Or tnome Nlht'i Heading.
me. She was decidedly plump in fact,
Two college girls at home for their
she was what Illinois people call corn-fespring vacation conceived a brilliant
She was bareheaded, too, by the Mea
the oilier day. Every girl knows
way, and before the play bc;au and
the pleasure of reading or listening to
after every act she had to stand up and "creepy''
stories und being so frightlet a man who sat near her pass out. It ened
that one daren't look over one's
was a tight squeeze every time, and as
T.icy determined to try this
the man did not say 'Tardón me," "Beg shoulder.
delicious
to the uttermost possensation
your leave." or anything elsotoshow
sible to t hem. They sat up all night,
the faith that was in him, I could see
with plenty of candy and a substantial
the tide of that fat woman's wrath rise luncheon,
till its crimson edge made the strag- which to and ato pile of books from
read
each other. These
gling fringo below her back hair bristle
stories included Kipling's "Llmi," Poe's
indignantly.
At last the play was
over, and the man wanted to rush out "Murder in the Rue Morgue;" the
"Death of Nancy Sykes," Bulwer's
to join two women
"House and the Brain," and parts of the
he'd have called them "lady friends"'
"Tale
whom he had noticed near. But did ho two of Two Cities." In the morning
very sleepy and somewhat cross
rush? Well, if he did his rush wasn't young
women declared that one would
visible to the naked eye. That fat!
not believe how difilcult it was to sit
woman sat down and put on her rubdown in cold blood and make up one's
bers. Then she replaced her gloves
mind to be scared. "You can't do it
deliberately," was their conclusion.
friends-undoubte-
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